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Welcome to the 14th issue of ICT in Practice.
Spring is breaking out north of the equator,
and that reality is music to my ears, a time of
new beginnings, and a chance to apply the
lessons we’ve learned to the new 2016-17
academic year ahead.
Speaking of music, please enjoy Mark
Johnson’s insightful and delightful
contribution on bringing historical music into
the classroom. When I first heard the student
podcast exemplars extolling the merits and
complexities of African-American spirituals I
was hooked. I now use music in my own
instructional practice. With practical advise
and step-by-step procedures, Mark guides us
through implementation of a studentcentered, technology enhanced learning
opportunity.
As for new beginnings, ICT in Practice is now
featuring reviews, interviews, and roundtable
discussions featuring education movers,
EdTech tools, sites, and services, and topics
that are sure to enhance many a teacher’s
classroom instruction. These podcasts are
selected from the best of 21st Century
Learning International’s programing. Please
enjoy them!
Also, we have a first-hand review of the BeTT
exhibition, and interview with Bob Harrison,
and much more. Please read, enjoy, reflect,
and plan. It is the perfect time of year to look
ahead while enjoying the season.
Best wishes,
Chris Carter
Teacher, TechCoach, Editor, Reviewer
Concordia International School Shanghai
Twitter: @christocarter

Making Music Matter:

Historical Podcasts Bring the Past to Life
by Mark Johnson, Faculty of Supervision & Instruction,
Alliance for Catholic Education, University of Notre Dame
As a History teacher, I love integrating creative sources into my
teaching approach to pique my students’ interest in the past.
Specifically, I seek to integrate music every chance I get as song
powerfully captures the emotion and sentiment of a time period
or cultural movement in a way that transcends the power many
primary sources convey. By integrating technology in my
teaching of these sources students actively engage in the
analysis of music, creating and sharing their own products that
capture the power of song throughout history.
One key example is the use of African-American spirituals as
we study the “Peculiar Institution” of slavery in America. One of my favorite lessons
is the examination of these songs to demonstrate how enslaved peoples developed
and maintained a culture within slavery that both kept alive West African cultural
traditions and resisted the dehumanizing intent of enslavement. African-American
Spirituals are a form of song that blended West African musical elements while
serving in a number of key survival and sustaining roles for the enslaved
community. As the theologian James Cone noted in The Spirituals and the Blues,
“Through song [enslaved peoples] built new structures for existence in an alien
land. The spirituals enabled blacks to retain a measure of African identity while
living in the midst of American slavery, providing both the substance and the rhythm
to cope with human servitude” (30).
Broadly conceived, Spirituals can fit into four categories:
1. Transmission of Biblical knowledge to a mostly non-literate population;
2. Songs of sorrow;
3. Songs of joy;
4. Coded message songs.
More than 6,000 Spirituals are thought to have existed, but since their development
was organic and ever evolving rather than formally composed and recorded in
writing, most are lost to history.
To introduce this musical form to my students, I have traditionally started this lesson
with the question: “What importance does music have in your life?” From this
starting point, we then transition to defining the qualities and categories of AfricanAmerican spirituals, analyze examples from each category, as well as the West
African musical elements use of percussion, call-and-response, tempo changes,
complex polyrhythms, identifiable in the music.
This lesson has always been a favorite of mine for I felt it powerfully transmitted the
sustaining nature of music, while emphasizing how a historically oppressed group
ingeniously fought against the dehumanizing intent of the institution of slavery.

However, for the first ten years of my teaching career, I found that my students,
while moderately interested in the use of music to subvert the institution of slavery,
did not respond to the content with the same passion and interest that I thought the
subject matter merited.
Gradually, I realized that the problem with the lesson was not the content or in-class
activities. Instead, I realized the lesson’s power was lost through my inability to
powerfully assess student mastery of the content and skills. How could I assess the
students’ understanding of the power of music in the lives of enslaved peoples?
Previously, I had used a few multiple choice questions about the role of song in
fighting slavery and short answer questions about the type of category a selected
Spiritual fit into and how the students knew this. Even a relevant writing prompt,
such as the College Board’s Advanced Placement United States History essay
question from 2008 failed to inspire much passion from the students as they applied
the content from the lesson.
Clearly, I was missing an opportunity to
have my students powerfully interact with
what I thought was engaging material. It
seemed that the human element of this
connection with the past evaporated with
mundane multiple-choice questions and
simplistic short answer responses.
Thankfully, 21st century technologies developed in new ways exactly at the time that
I reflected on how to enhance the lesson. Specifically, student creation of podcasts
to analyze music as a primary source invigorated this lesson with the power I always
sought but could not attain through past forms of assessment. I re-conceived the
lesson, transforming it from a teacher-directed lesson in which students passively
listened to music, proceeded through a series of pre-written questions with predetermined right answers under the pretense that this rose to the level of “analysis.”
Instead, I turned the primary sources over the students for them to truly interpret,
building upon but not merely parroting the foundation we established as a class.
After the introductory lesson, students were given more than twenty Spirituals that
we had not analyzed in class. Many of these are freely available on-line with the
most productive source being the Florida Memory project’s “Shall We Gather At the
River” collection of African-American sacred music from the Florida Folklife
Collection. Students were empowered to then create podcasts featuring analysis of
songs of their choosing. Required elements included analyzing how West African
musical elements were featured in the songs and how the songs fit into the
categories of Spirituals detailed above. As I have refined the project over the years, I
realized that content understanding could be acquired and extended by requiring
that the students also include such things as descriptions of the Underground
Railroad, Southern defenses of slavery, an analysis of at least one uprising of
enslaved peoples, and the rise of Abolitionist sentiments in the North.

Instead of lecturing through this information or acquiring it from textbook readings,
students actively acquired and applied this information in their creation of the 7-10
minute podcast. Using Garageband, Audacity or other similar recording/editing
programs, students set to work analyzing, interpreting, and creating. The final products
far surpassed the previous engagement with this subject matter (audio files can be
found on the Slave Spirituals webpage of the History Through Song website). The best
podcasts featured powerful historical and musical analysis of the songs as well as
smooth incorporation of lyrics and rhythms timed perfectly to build upon the narration
and analysis. Most significantly, students powerfully emphasized the human element
of the “peculiar institution of slavery,” especially the tremendous cultural endurance
that kept West African cultures relevant and hope for salvation alive even during the
darkest days of slavery.
Encouraged by the project of having students create podcasts in which they analyze
music, I envision using the same activity with different units; possible topics include:
•
Analysis of the rise of nationalism through comparing national anthems;
•
Interpretation of the American labor movement through pro-union songs; or the
Industrial Workers of the World’s “Little Red Songbook;”
•
Songs of the First World War;
•
Songs for and against American military involvement during the Vietnam War;
•
Analyzing the early development of Rock ‘n Roll during the 1950s.
•
Music of the Cold War.
•
Music of the African independence movements of the 1950s.
•
Music as struggle against apartheid in South Africa.
•
The development of hip hop.
Most teachers struggle with the need to balance content acquisition and emphasize skill
development. I have found that through this student-centered approach, aided by new
technologies, content is indeed acquired, reflected upon, and rigorously refined, but
more importantly the students are empowered through active, relevant creation of
content of their own that emphasizes synthesis, inference, and the justification of
hypotheses through the critical application of analysis of primary sources. Finally,
students find the communication of their findings to a broader audience through the
podcast format affirming and applicable in this age of easy dissemination of work.
For the lesson plan description, rubric, and samples of student work, please visit the
Slave Spirituals webpage of the History Through Song website.
Contact information:
Mark Johnson
@BigSkyHistory
Faculty of Supervision & Instruction, ACE M.Ed.
Mark.Johnson@nd.edu | 406.202.3739
Alliance for Catholic Education
107 Sandner Hall
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556

Mark also involves students in primary research. Check out Montana Chinese History!

BreakoutEDU Locks Your
Classroom Into Awesome
Motivated Learning

Audio Podcast Link
Overview
BreakoutEDU is a box with a lot of locks on it. OK, sound good enough? You might
ask, “so what?” and you would be right to do that. But thanks to some imagination, this
box can become an incredible motivator for your students. Something they will talk
about and chase goals for. Everybody wants to know what is inside a locked box!
Basically, BreakoutEDU is a motivation system all wrapped up in a box. The awesome
looking locks and unique nature of the idea will keep students motivated and curious for
a while. There are a bunch of games already developed and available online. Cleverly,
the designers password protest the games to so students won’t quickly solve them.
Getting a password is free and easy though. A nice Google SlideShow is available to
explain how it works.There is even a Facebook group to share ideas.
Concerns
At some point, students tire of particular games. For me, as a learning coach, I can use
it in multiple classrooms. If I was going to use it only in one classroom I would imagine
2-3 times per year is the max amount of time I could use it.
Sample Uses
Every topic you could imagine where people have to solve a series of challenges.
Examples from their website include:
• Leap Year
• Peter Cottontail
• American Revolution
• Coding
• Digital Citizenship
• Math “rocks”
Do I Plan to Use It?
I so want to use it! Will have to get it ordered and shipped out to Thailand though. Or
have them make one here.
Commitment and Learning Curve
Medium. You need to put the game together, then run it in your classroom for a while.
So it is part of your daily routine.
Best for ES MS or HS?
All grades will love this. No matter how old you are, you still enjoy using your
imagination. Look how popular lotteries are around the world!
Cost
$99 USD if you order it online. You can use their open source kit, but that means you
are buying the parts and assembling it on your own. So, no matter what there is a cost.

The Story of 100 Word Challenge
by Julia Skinner

‘By extending the audience, you provide a purpose for learning. Without that, why
bother?’
Being creative and applying it to writing can be hard for many pupils especially when
there are are few models of excellence around or for having a logical reason for
doing it. After all, how often are adults seen writing nowadays? When I ask an
audience what was the last thing they wrote it is often a shopping list! However, the
ability to write and express oneself should not be dismissed as merely an examiner’s
requirement in a test or exam. Writing creatively can open up many avenues into the
world of literature and beyond.
Finding ways to make it a more palatable exercise is where 100 Word Challenge first
found the light of day. How could the growing influence of social media and the
various devices now found in classrooms, combine to support a passion for writing?
The first key point is clearly in the title ‘100 Words'. It is a manageable size for
writing, editing and reading. It also covers the full ability range in a classroom.
Reluctant writers will have a go - after all writing 100 words does not sound like very
much does it? Possibly a small page? For developed writers who love to fill pages
and pages with little care of quality, 100 words immediately bring them back to
honing their craft. Every word is precious and needs careful consideration.
So what is this project that is having a tremendous impact on the standard of creative
writing across the world?
It is very simple in its concept. A prompt of a few individual words, part of a sentence,
or a photograph is shared, and the young writers have 100 words to produce a
creative piece of writing that uses or links to the prompt. Once written, it is posted on
a class blog and then linked to 100wc.net where it is available to a team of
volunteers who visit the posts and leave a supportive comment. It is these comments
that have turned 100Wc from a writing exercise into a developmental programme.
Let’s delve a bit deeper into the success of 100 Word Challenge.
Firstly, the prompt is set by someone other than the teacher. This seems to have a
real draw for the pupils. Somehow it is not ‘official', and therefore, it can feel if not
naughty, then a bit risqué because it is not part of the timetable.

As has already been mentioned, 100 words is an ideal size not only for writing, neither too
much nor too little to get a story told but it is a great size for reading. Another philosophy of
the challenge is that once a pupil has posted their 100WC piece, they go and visit other
entries. Reading another
student's take on the exercise you have
just completed is very
powerful especially if that pupil is in
another part of the world.
It gives young writers a real buzz to
know that they are
connected and not the only ones
writing! For the
teachers, it is a chance to share
other models of writing.
With the age range up to 16, the
older writers do provide
some excellent examples of
writing.
The comments that are
left, either from pupils or adults, are
the key to the enormous
success that 100 Word Challenge has
had. It has extended the audience
for that piece of work. Normally it would just be
the class teacher who would read it, comment on it and ‘mark' it. By posting on 100wc.net,
the piece is available to the world. Comments come from people whose job isn't to support
that pupil, unlike the class teacher. These people have visited because they want to and
have made suggestions because they want to, and that makes what they say very powerful.
Although it is a ‘challenge', there are no prizes beyond being chosen for the showcase.
Commenters send me their editorial suggestions for posts that have caught their fancy. It
may not be the most fantastic writing going, but it might be a bit quirky or show a real effort.
The showcase is published the week following the prompt, and the pupils can receive a
certificate which can be printed off and a badge to go on their blog.
Teachers have been very imaginative in their use of 100 Word Challenge. Some teachers
set the prompt for homework. As it is an online project, pupils can complete it at home.
Others use it more formally having class time to share attempts and improve them before
publishing. The 100-word size is ideal for this type of editing / up-levelling work.
Others have found it useful for students whose first language is not English. The sister
project, ‘5 Sentence Challenge,' is aimed at
emerging writers and has also been used for
those SEN pupils who need more structure. The
5 Sentence Project is organized like 100WC
with the exception that authors write five
sentences and the prompt is often a busy
photograph or a theme.
Both challenges provide a manageable target,
an extended audience and the motivation of
using devices. This project can often feel like
‘social media' to the pupils so is seen as ‘cool.'
It can provide an excellent teaching point about
e-safety and online etiquette.

For those classes without a blog, 100WC can provide a free, simple blog as well as
links to other students across the globe.
Altogether 100 Word Challenge provides so much for pupils. It is easily managed within a
busy class timetable and can provide the catalyst to motivate an interest, not only in writing
but learning. Above all it provides a purpose:
‘The unread story is not a story: it is little black marks on wood pulp. The reader, reading it,
makes it live: a live thing, a story.'
- Ursula K. Le Guin

Julia Skinner is available to visit schools to run workshops and
model to classroom teachers the most efficient way to use 100
Word Challenge. Do get in touch for more details
jskinner675@gmail.com

www.festivalofcomputing.org

StoryBird Creates a
Writing Ecosystem For
Your Classroom or School

Audio Podcast Link
Overview
When I was in grade five I spent part of my school career in the United Kingdom. School was
a little less formal there than it was in the USA and I was able to work on a writing piece I
started earlier much of the time. This included skipping math, a big bonus for me! Once in
awhile the teacher would take my writing and read over it to see how I was progressing.
Mostly he just told me how terrible my handwriting was and did not give any ideas for how to
better my story. Thankfully I mostly ignored his words and continued to write. However, 38
years later, two things bother me: Why did he care about my handwriting so much and what
happened to that story? Well if I had the StoryBird website back then, my problems would
have been solved. I am just as neat a typer as anybody else and my story would be living in
the digital world for me to look at later on. But StoryBird is really more than something for my
problems. It is a fantastic writing universe for authors used by over 400,000 educators
around the world. The site accommodates picture books (along with scaffolded ideas), long
form books and whatever other type of writing you might like. Readers are easily able to
interact with the author via comments and likes.
Concerns
Just make sure you have discussions with students about what is appropriate to put on the
web in terms of both writing and commenting.
Sample Uses
• Start a class library of published books from students
• Share books with other classes and the library for comment
• Create a writing club that can be done school or district wide for better sharing and
camaraderie
• Create a competition in the school for winners to be shown on the site. Motivate those top
writers to do more.
Do I Plan to Use It?
I would love to introduce this to more people. Our librarian is already familiar with it as he
used it in a previous school and has a couple of students on it now. What a way to keep and
curate a collection of school work.
Commitment and Learning Curve
The commitment is big in some ways. If you are going to continue to use a service like this,
then you will need to tailor your final writing pieces around it. The site itself is fairly easy to
use though.
Best for ES MS or HS?
All grades and all levels!
Cost
Free!

Mobile Learning in Medical Education:
Technology and Considerations
Karlien ter Meulen MD, Dept. of Internal Medicine, Catharina Hospital
Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Pieter Kubben MD, Ph.D., Dept. of Neurosurgery & Medical Information
Technology, Maastricht University Medical Center, The Netherlands

Abstract
E-learning has been available for more than two decades in medical education,
and it has the potential to immediately provide the student with an educational
environment when desired, regardless of place or time. The use of mobile devices
decreased errors with prescribing medication, allowed faster access to medical
reference material, and increased patient confidence. Case studies provided
beneficial results on exam rates and user satisfaction, but there is no class I or
class II evidence for these endpoints. This paper describes specific considerations
around mobile software applications and their implementation for medical
education. To our opinion, mobile technology should be considered as a valuable
addition to more conventional forms of e-learning, and has the potential to become
the preferred method for this goal. In contrast to (web-based) E-learning, mobile
devices offer many features that are not available on regular computers, and that
can enhance user experience and possibly also study results.
Introduction
E-learning has been around for more than two decades in medical education.
Originally more focused on audiovisual materials, increased availability of
computers led to E-learning in its current form. Whereas first interactive materials
were available on CD-ROM, modern web technology has virtually replaced
hardcopy distribution mediums. Not only did the web evolve into a platform that
allows fast and interactive access to many audiovisual technologies, but it also
enables online collaboration – often referred to as the "Web 2.0".
It has the potential to provide the learner with an immediate educational
environment, only when desired, regardless of place or time.4 In response to
McKendree´s concerns that e-learning might lead to the isolation of the learner,
Gromley et al. suggests that the learners would most likely also engage in other
forms of learning.4 This is in line with the widespread use of Twitter, Facebook,
LinkedIn and other social media. Ruiz demonstrated that the “increasing use of the
Internet and other e-learning technologies is enhancing knowledge within the
medical education community”.5

As Moore’s law is still valid, it is not surprising that
the last few years mobile devices have reached
processing power that enables a a full-flavored
experience of the web and audiovisuals. Besides,
mobile devices offer a new platform for applications
(often referred to as “apps”) that maximally benefit
from device-specific opportunities such as
geolocation, device orientation, and an intuitive
multi-touch graphical user interface.
Operating systems
For personal computers or laptops, three operating systems (OS's) are broadly available:
Microsoft Windows, Apple's Mac OS X or Linux. Windows has the lion share in this market,
Mac OS X is catching up but does require Apple hardware to run. Linux is an open-source
OS that comes in many flavors, called "distributions". The OS's are not compatible, meaning
that software developed for Windows won't run on one of the other devices. This reality is
only partially a drawback in E-learning for two reasons. First, the market share of Windows is
so large that most users can benefit from Windows-only software. Second, all three OSs offer
web browsers that allow access to web-based interactivity, built in either server-side
technologies (ASP.NET, PHP, JSP) or client-side technologies (JavaScript, Adobe Flash). For
mobile computers the situation is different. Multiple OSs exist and, in contrast to their desktop
counterparts, none of them is dominant to an extent that other OSs can be ignored. Most
devices run either Apple's iOS (iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch) or Google's Android, but also
Windows 8, Blackberry OS and Tizen (an upcoming open-source mobile OS) also need to be
counted in. Palm OS, which had significant market share ten years ago on Personal Digital
Assistants (PDAs), has now been changed into the open-source webOS with a small market
share. For literature on mobile learning and mobile health, PDAs
are still important as many studies have been performed on these
devices. The variety of mobile OSs might suggest that a webbased application is preferable to a so-called native application,
but in practice, this limits interactivity to JavaScript-based
applications. Adobe Flash is not available on iOS, and users
reported high battery consumption on other devices, leaving this
technology as inappropriate for mobile solutions. Another concern
when choosing between native versus web based applications is
the need to use device-specific functionality. Web applications
cannot access many of these, which provides a poor user
experience. Native applications do offer this but can take longer
to develop. Today developers can decide to use cross-platform
technologies for software development, like Appcelerator's
Titanium, to find a balance between cross-platform availability, user experience and costeffectiveness.

Mobile learning
Mobile learning is a valuable addition to conventional e-learning.6 In 2010 it was estimated
that 45-85% of health care providers used PDAs to study or to practice medicine.1 The use of
these devices decreased errors with prescribing medication, allowed faster access to medical
reference material, and increased patient confidence.1 Between 60-70% of medical students
and residents utilized PDAs in preclinical and clinical parts of medical education.1 Stephens
et al. noticed that most of their respondents found that their PDA led to "more efficient,
facilitated learning, and helped to improve clinical knowledge".1 These are positive
outcomes, but questions remain. What are the barriers that the users encountered? Will
mobile learning indeed improve educational outcomes? We attempted to perform a
systematic review on this topic, but did not find sufficient literature to proceed. Instead, we will
discuss some case studies and then provide our considerations and conclusion.
Case study: Irvine, California
At the 2010 White Coat ceremony at the University of California in Irvine, medical students
each received an iPad loaded with applications, lectures and other gadgets as part of the
start of the iMedEd initiative. In their second year, it was found that students who received
these iPads scored an impressive 23% higher on their exam.7 However, this is just the result
of one single institution. Maybe these higher scores are due to better guidance for these
students throughout their learning process. Or perhaps the results do reflect some truth that
human are naturally curious beings who will gravitate toward novelty. In this case, it may be
that the students were so fond of having an iPad that they spent more time on it than they
would normally do with their textbooks. The Dean of UC-Irvine explains the improved results
by noting how "learning becomes a 24/7 opportunity no longer tied to the classroom or a
desk," also known as the "flipped classroom". The student will study short, relevant movies
and can then use the classroom time to go over the most difficult
areas of study with the professor, allowing the student to study at
his or her natural pace.7
Case study: Maastricht, The Netherlands
The last author developed an app for neurosurgery, which can be
downloaded free of charge for iPhone, iPad, Android and
Windows 8. The first version offered many neurological and
neurosurgical classification systems that were highly appreciated
by residents and staff neurosurgeons, but less by medical
students. The content turned out to meet demands in daily
clinical practice as also experienced by the developer, but was
not considered to be helpful in learning by medical students. In
contrast, they appreciated the anatomical images in the app,
which were considered too basic by residents. The current version also offers interactive
decision support as a new approach to clinical guidelines.

Instead of narrative guidelines, the app offers the same content in a more condensed
approach that uses computing power to support faster information access. Whereas user
responses have been very positive, criticism has been raised regarding "cookbook medicine"
and quality control. Recently, multidisciplinary efforts have been initiated to develop a valid
certification system for mobile software used for patient care.
Considerations: Interaction between device, learner and social aspects
Koole suggests that mobile learning is a combination of the device, the learner and social
aspects. First, the device will obviously have its capabilities but also its limitations, e.g. small
screen, battery, malfunctions. Second, aspects of the learner include the “individual’s
cognitive abilities, memory, prior knowledge, emotions and possible motivations”. 10 Mobile
learning can help to engage episodic memory, which is based on actual and authentic
experiences. Thus, by accessing contents in different formats and for different purposes the
learner improves the encoding, recall and transfer of information. Third, social aspects
include “the processes of social interaction and cooperation”, which form rules or protocols
and help to distinguish and see relationships between resources. The skills and logic
required to engage in such constructive analysis of data, necessary for effective (mobile)
learning, would also help students to apply similar skills in patient care.
Several studies show that students and residents accept mobile technology as being
important in their medical training.11 A significant advantage of using mobile technology is
immediate information access, which allows users to obtain, for example, disease-related
information directly around clinical activities, leading to improved memory encoding.11
Considerations: Institutional support
Institutions that wish to support mobile learning should first decide whether to equip students
with (pre-installed) devices or to use a so-called "Bring Your Own Device" (BYOD) strategy.
The distinct advantage of supplying the materials
is improved control over hardware and software,
but this might lead to increased cost and possibly
suboptimal use by students who prefer their own
device. [ref Schols et al., 2013] The second
strategy requires less initial cost as most
students already own a mobile device, and also
demands less training of students due to their
familiarity with the systems in question. But
maintenance and support become complex due
to the variety of OSs available.18 The latter is
further complicated when some of the required or preferred apps are not available on the OS
a given student is using. Obviously, device recommendations might be given to students, but
this can turn out to be only a partial solution. In need for training students are adapted to
either case, it is recommended that proper training programs integrating mobile learning in
clinical training programs be established.15,21

Considerations: Updating information
In contrast to web-based E-learning, mobile learning can be based on apps that are
completely stored on the user’s device and do not necessarily connect to the web for
information access. This is both a strength and a weakness. On the positive side, users can
always access information without dependence on availability and speed of web connections.
On the other hand, information may become obsolete over time. Warning signs or required
updates after a pre-specified time interval may be used if information is expected to change
over time, while offline access is offered from the app. Obviously, for rapidly changing
information online access is the preferred method, even when native apps are used.
Considerations: Dependence on technology
Students expressed their concern to become dependent on the devices.19 Kho et al. remark
that we need to be careful to avoid a situation where “handheld computer users become
dependent on their peripheral brain and do not personally retain as much information as
students who rely more on their own memory”. 16 As Koole suggested, while the learner will
gain new skills, more research should be performed to determine whether increased use of
mobile technology is correlated with impaired information encoding in human memory. 10
Considerations: Patient opinion
Some people expressed their concern that use of mobile technology in patient contacts might
appear disrespectful to the patient.16 It was stated, however, that 50% of the patients in an
emergency department had more confidence in their doctors when the doctors used PDAs,
while 5% had less confidence.20 It is also important how students or residents are using their
smartphone or PDA, i.e. not during a conversation with the patient but rather outside of the
patient's room.16
Considerations: Limited evidence for added value on learning
A limitation of most current studies is the low response rate of students or residents. For
example, the study conducted by McLeod only had a 14% response rate (81 out of 571
students). 22 In the study by Wilson, the response rate was 23%, which they attributed to the
following study characteristics: participants had to have their own PDA, the survey was
during the midterms, and there was no "reward" given for responding to the survey.23
Further, the studies may suffer from publication bias since unsuccessful institutional effects
might not have been published or presented. Furthermore, as has been mentioned in various
studies, there could also be a response bias since handheld users may have responded
more than non-handheld users.15
Kho et al. suggests that controlled studies need to be performed to evaluate the impact on
education and patient care, and educational processes should include the effect of mobile
computing on team dynamics during clinical rounds and students' attention during classroom
lectures. 15

Conclusion
To our opinion, mobile technology should be considered as a valuable addition to more
traditional forms of e-learning, and has the potential to become the preferred method for this
goal. Despite a lack of class I and even class II evidence regarding improved exam results,
case studies were positive on exam rates and user satisfaction. Institutions that wish to
engage in mobile learning should be aware of the variety of hardware and software
environments that can limit universal access to all content for all users. A BYOD strategy
seems preferable over institutional pre-installed devices, but restricting OS support to iOS
and Android can curb maintenance and support issues. In contrast to (web based) Elearning, mobile devices offer many features that are not available on regular computers, and
that can enhance user experience and possibly also study results. This should be evaluated
in the context of dependence upon technology, and backup strategies for device failure might
become even more important than they are at the moment. Simultaneously, procedures for
information updates are warranted to deal with old content.
Keypoints:
• Mobile learning can be seen as a valuable addition to conventional e-learning, but there is a
lack of class I or class II evidence on improved exam results
• Due to a variety of hardware and software platforms, mobile learning introduces new
challenges that do not exist in conventional web-based e-learning
• Implementation of mobile learning can be supported by the organization in various ways, of
which a "Bring Your Own Device" seems superior on user satisfaction and program
compliance
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TweetChat Makes
TwitterChats
Easy As Pie

Audio Podcast Link
Overview
TwitterChats or TweetChats have become very popular in the last few years. If you are not
familiar with them, they are a way to have a conversation with a disparate group of people all
around a common topic. Somebody “leads” the chat by having a list of questions at the ready
that they push out about every 10 mins or so. Anybody in the world is welcome to join and
contribute. In practice, this is only the people that are aware of the chat and are passionate
enough to get involved. The topic, whatever it is, centers around a common hashtag. That is
how you are able to track what people are talking about; even if you don’t follow each other
on Twitter. For example, if you wanted to chat about cute puppies, you hashtag would be
#CutePuppies. Now, tweetchats are fun and nerdy, and with just the standard Twitter client, a
little annoying. That is why I am such a big fan of the website Tweet Chat. TweetChat lets
you easily keep track of the conversation hashtag all on one site. No need to filter through
your own Twitter feed to easily chat. It has some super helpful features too:
• Auto shortens URL for you if you share them
• Has a buffer feature where Tweets come in a batch of five to make it easier to read
• Automatically ads the hashtag for you. Love that one!
• Let’s you highlight, or even block, participants.
Concerns
No serious concerns. If you teach students how to use it, then they might be silly with it, but
that is life with tech.
Sample Uses
• Have a chat with a group of educators who care about a similar topic. Example,
#ReadingLiteracy, or #Robotics.
• Have your students enjoy a chat with another group of students somewhere else on a
similar topic #sharks
Do I Plan to Use It?
I just did again today.
Commitment and Learning Curve
Low. Wow, this is easy to use. Takes about 5 mins to figure out. Longer though if you are
new to the idea of Twitter or Tweetchats
Best for ES MS or HS?
I think any age, with teacher guidance, could use this. What a great way to teach online
communication and digital citizenship.
Cost
Free! Can’t find a way to pay for it. There might be one somewhere, but not easy to locate.
That is ok with me.

Daniela Silva Is Helping
Shift An Entire District To
21st Century Learning
Audio Interview
Link

21st Century Learning is a popular term today when talking
about the future of learning for our students. So popular that I
actual work for a company with that very name. Putting the
shameless self-promotion aside of that statement, I came
across Daniela Silva at the 21st Century Learning Conference
in Hong Kong this past February. As the district coordinator of
21st Century Learning for the Qatar Schools Foundation, she is
charged with melding their PYP program with the P21
framework to create outcomes that fit both. From there, it is
time to implement the new ideas in their schools through
professional development sessions and the creation of learning commons through the
buildings. We talk about all those things today.
Connect With Daniella
Twitter: @nyd17
Bio
Daniela is a proud Third Culture Latina mom living in Qatar for 4 years. She believes in
innovative education, reflective and regulated learners, and 21st Century learning. She has
worked in international schools in South America, Asia, Middle East and is an IBDP Principal
Examiner and Workshop Leader for the AEM region and expert panelist of NMC Horizon
Report 2015 K-12, 2015 International Schools of Asia and 2016 K-12 research projects.
Interviewer
Michael Boll
Michael@21c-learning.com

Interview:	
  Bob	
  Harrison	
  	
  
Bob Harrison, Chair of Governors Northern College Barnsley, Vice
Chair of Lostock School, Trafford. Education Adviser Toshiba
Information Systems Northern Europe. Member of FELTAG and
ETAG and Trustee of UFI Trust and Central YMCA
What is ETAG? What are its aims?
The Education Technology Action Group was established by
Michael Gove, Secretary of State for Education, David Willetts Minister for Business
Innovation and Skills and Matthew Hancock FE and Skills Minister in 2014 to advise
Government on the potential use of technology for learning. It was a follow up piece of
work commissioned after the success of the FELTAG recommendations which were and
attempt to nudge the culture of the FE and Skills sector towards a more digital and
sustainable future.
The aims of the group was to make recommendations to Ministers about how the
Government could support innovation or remove barriers to the use of technology for
teaching and learning across all sectors of education.
Will ETAG have a similar role to BECTA?
No…definitely not. BECTA was an arms length NDPB with a multi-million pound budget
and a strategy called the Harnessing Technology Strategy. ETAG is a set of
recommendations which the DfE have yet to respond to or implement. BECTA was a
direct Government funded interventionist agency which was a top down intervention. The
success of FELTAG and the spirit of ETAG was that any changes needed to be owned by
the sector and not imposed by any external agency or body. ETAG is a series of
recommendations which should be adopted to enable teachers and learners make more
effective use of technology to improve learning and engage more learners.
How did they invite / decide who the members are? Was there any formal
requirement process?
The Ministers drew up a list of invitees and commissioned them to do the work. We
supplied a list of about 40 people who are active in this area including, Professors of
Education Teachers, Learners, Technologists, Heads, Principals, Industry, and agencies
involved in education.
Do you have any work agenda? What kind of activities will you be doing?
The work was completed in 2015 and was accepted by the new Secretary of State at
BETT last year. Sadly this has been followed by no action or publication of a Government
response.

If you examine the report you will find there were three working groups:
• Access, Connectivity and Equity Chair Bob Harrison
• Leadership and Professional development Chairs Professors Diana Laurillard/Angela
McFarlane
• Assessment and Accountability Chair Professor Peter Twining
The report is currently laying ignored in Nicky Morgan and Nick Gibbs inbox. Sadly they
do not seem to have the vision or passion shared by their predecessors.
How will ETAG support teachers and schools?
All the recommendations are related to the support of teaching and learning using
technology. The support has to come from schools and colleges themselves. ETAG has
no resources and is not funded by Government. Indeed members have paid their own
travel and associated costs and have done the work for free.
How can people get involved?
They do not need to wait to join. Just have a look at the report, see what resonates and is
relevant to their practice and start sharing best practice. There is no point waiting for
Government to act. It won’t happen. They could also follow relevant people on twitter and
share what works.
In a school led system it is vital that Governors and Heads support innovative use of
technology to improve teaching and learning. The opportunity cost of this not happening
means we will not be preparing our learners for a life as digital citizens and workers in an
increasingly competitive global digital economy.

Reflecting on visiting the BETT Exhibition 2016
by Asia Pryida
When I heard about the BeTT Exhibition, I did not know what to expect as I have never
heard about an event like that. Because of the conflict with my classes and other
commitments I could only attend the last day of the exhibition. The result was that I
missed out on all the workshops that were happening during the week, including learning
how to code. However, when a few others students and I arrived at the Excel Centre in
London, we were welcomed by the sight of people walking in every direction checking out
every stand where the staff was cheerfully explaining their latest products. I was invited to
try out headphones which name of I do not remember, that connected to the bones of
one's skull rather than going directly into the ears. The sale person claimed that vibrations
through one's skull rather than to one's ear was intended to help to learn new languages
in that the vibrations transformed one's voice into waves that were going directly into
one's brain instead of being processed by the hearing organs. We found it fascinating but
questioned whether it would work or if it was another hi-tech tool that did not serve any
purpose. Shortly after, we moved to the Primary School sector where various companies
would presenting their products. We were curious about online platforms that would help
students who have learning difficulties. One of the sale people stopped us and introduced
us to Dynamo Maths Online, which is an ‘Intervention Programme to support
developmental dyscalculia and for children struggling with maths.' This resource can be
accessed online either by a child with
maths problems or by a parent, giving
both student and parent personalised
programme to improve the child's math
attainment. We kept the details of the
programme and hoped to try it out one
day as the company gives free trials for
parents, children and learning
assistants.
Afterwards, we joined the presentation
by the Stefan Gates, a television
presenter who is responsible for a
‘Gastronaut,' a series of 'live' and
televised shows that explore foods from
an adventurous and scientific perspective. During the show some volunteers were called
in to participate in trying eating insects, testing out their tasting buds and creating human
gases (i.e., 'farts') in a self-made tube. The presentation was a fun experience as Stefan
first extracted the smells from the farts and then presented to the audience how one can
create one's own ‘fart bomb.'

While seemingly not very educational at
the first sight, Stefan gave detailed
descriptions for each chemical reaction
as they occurred and made chemistry
and physics seem like a cool thing to
do. I immediately thought that his shows
and books could be bottomless sources
for science teachers who want to
engage their students in learning by
making science more entertaining. After
the show, we moved to the SEN
section, as I have a particular interest in
working with children with special needs
and I wanted to find out what
technology has to offer regarding
helping those students. Here,
unfortunately, I was left slightly
disappointed as this section did not
have so much to give, apart from
displaying sensory rooms for children with autism.
I was expecting a bit more technological support for children with speech limitations or
with learning difficulties such as dyslexia. However, I left BETT Exhibition inspired and it
has opened my eyes on how technology is transforming the educational world. I have
realised how people can connect, create and inspire each other through technological
inventions and how children can benefit from them too. I am going to BETT's workshops
next year!

About the author
Asia Pryjda is a student at Roehampton University studying Education. Her ambition is to
inspire students in primary schools once she has completed her PGCE. In her spare time
she unwinds and grows wiser by traveling and hiking.
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